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nEPIAHIlIH 

O~:)lo~tvec; vtec; T6oele; CTne; cryPOTlKtC; nOhlTlKtc; TWV ovomUYl-livwv XWpWV-lJeAWV 
TOU D.D.IA <paiveTOl nwc; etTOUV oe KptOT) TIC; un6pxouoec; nOp060010KCC; 601Jec; 
aTOV aYPOTlKO TOlJea. H yewypoqmo; ollJ'l TWV npol3h'lIJCrrwv nou npOKumOUV avn
aTOIXd OT'l ~oP<Pft TO OhOKA'lPWlJtvou oxeihoOl-lou OypoTlKftC; nOhlTlKftc; oe Tpia 6101
KT']TtKcl enfne15a e<pap~oYric;. ETOl, OTOXOlOnwc;: 1) T'] evap~oVlOT) Il£mE,u IJOKPOOIKOVO
IJIKWV OXe!5iwv KOl IJIKPOOlKOVOIJU(WV neplOplOl.JWV, 2) 11 u..OTIWOT) TWV !50l-l1KWV OVIOO
11'rrwv, oUXVcl npaYIJOTOnoloUvrOl oe eva nAaimo nOhU-TOlJeoKftc; OYPOTlKftC; nOhITIKftC;· 
OIJWC;, Oplo~tva npol3AftlJOTO unoovomuE,rJC; IJnOpe( va ouvex(~ouv omv 11 aYPOTlKft 
nOhlTlKft 6ev exel hof3el UnollJ'l Trlv aVOhOY'l yewypa<pIKft 6loOTa011. Ava<pepoVTOI 
napo6dYIJOTO ono xwpeC; TOU D.D.IA 

ABSTRACT 

The traditional predominance of the secloral and agricultural interests is found in 
steadily advancing interrelation 10 certain new trends in rural policy making. The 
geographical aspects of the resulting problems become even more important in 
an integrated territorial approach to rural policy formulation at three interpenetrating 
administrative levels of policy implementation. Objectives such as: 1) the 
harmonization between macroeconomic goals and microeconomic nessecities, 2) the 
reduction of the structural imbalances, are often fulfilled in a multisectoral policy 
framework, though certain persistent problems in this field may perpetuate as the 
incorporation of their geographical dimension may still be lacking. Examples are 
taken from some D.E.C.D. countries (France, Spain, Italy and Portugal in particular). 

1. Introduction. 
Rural policies devoid of strong spatial (geographical) views dominated in the 

whole range of classic and metaclassic economic models of this century. But, 
later occurence of structural and other changes in the rural economies of the 
most technologically advanced countries (D.E.C.D. countries specifically), led to a 
reexamination of rural development policies. These changing concerns in the 
formulation of rural policies are traceable from a comparison of early D.E.C.D. reports 
with the latest ones (rels_ 1 - 8). Indeed, the early repor1S on the rural sector of the Ψηφιακή Βιβλιοθήκη Θεόφραστος - Τμήμα Γεωλογίας. Α.Π.Θ.



member countries represent a quite distinct situation compared to the latest ones. 

2. The recent structural changes. 
The changes that took place in the rural economies during the post· war years 

have been examined extensively so far inasmuch as the post - 1980 (recent) haven·t. 
This gap is parlly attributable to the lack of a unified evaluation of rural economies 
and rural policies of the last ten years as Ihey have been embedded in a broader 
framework of scientific explanation, such as the impact 01 the CAP. regulations, the 
G.AT.T. agreements etc. Therefore. a brief outline of the main post - 1980 structural 
changes that took place in the O.E.C.D. countries (with variable extent and 
intensity), would certainly comprise: the increasing rural unemployment, the 
disaccordances between the rural production structures and the demands of the world 
market. the persistent underdevelopment in rural areas, as well as the downturn in 
some traditional rural industries. 

3. The necessary adjustments and the new trends. 
The necessary adjustments to overcome the structural change· induced cri

ses would be threefold: social, economic, and institutional adjustments. As for the 
social adjustments. they should be designated in a way that would prevent from 
further depletion 01 human resources, considering that manpower in rural areas is 
very likely to keep decaying in most D.E.C.D. countries in the 1990s. The economic 
adjustments are manifold. Generally speaking, they should aim at a balanced 
interaction between macro-policies, sectoral policies, human resource policies on 
the one hand and public, private or other interest groups on the other. The 
institutional adjustments rely almost entirely upon geographical concepts such as 
decentralisation and regionalisation. 

After D.E.C.D. (1988), the new trends in rural policy making can be summarised as 
follows; 

a) Integrated territorial rather than traditional approaches, 
b) Integrated participation of various actors in the policy formulation process, 
c) Redistribution of responsibilities between Ministries and governmental 

departments, 
d) Cooperation between the private and the public sectors, 
e) Realization that Ihe decentralisation is not a panacea. 
Nevertheless, the list would be incomplete without reference to two other 

powerful trends, being: 
i) The increasing regionalisation of both the rural capital and the policy making 

ii) The increasing environmental awareness as 10 the use of environmentally 
unfriendly substances such as pesticides and ferUlizers, soil erosion etc. 

4. The geographical dimension.
 
The geographical dimension of these new aims of rural policies is closely related
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to the socioeconomic spatial differentiation of the variables which are critical for 
the rural policy making. Variations in labour potential, capital and agricultural output, 
may well be considered as three such variables. What is significantly expanding, 
is the increasing involution of geographical terms in the overall policy making 
and rural policy evaluation process, to an extent that people have hardly ever 
considered so far. Rural lands are no longer recognised as a repository of 
nalural resources only, but also as the spatial sustenances of a complex 
socioeconomic lattice upon which our long· term survival depends. 

The post-war mobility of human and financial resources resulted in a disequilibrated 
distribution of labour and capital within the countries themselves, thus making itself 
evident in the depopulation of rural areas and the disintegration of the rural economic 
structures. To a certain extent. the regional rural impoverishment had been concurrent 
with the observed internationalisation of production factors. markets, investments that 
widened the scope and the effectiveness of the regional entrepreneurial activity. Strong 
local entrepreneurship (partly in cooperation with the industrial sector). is very 
active in Spain. These entrepreneurs are often found in financial collaboration with the 
appropriate problem - solving oriented labor unions, the Banks, the financial 
institutions, the consulting companies and public administration in a harmonious rural 
development that compromises microeconomic necessities and macroeconomic 
objectives in the format of the local development. 

A similar option for rural policy strategy is adopted byPortugal with the "Societies 
for Regional Development~ (estab.1980) which undertake to revitalisecertain of the 
country's less-developed areas through the promotion of the enterprise 
development. technical support and access to financial resources. 

The rural entrepreneurship inevitably foreshows the expansion from local to 
national, even international markets but regional. national or global concerns play 
even more decisive role now in drawing aside the free growth of rural capital. 

Food security, stable prices of agricultural commodities, rural employment and 
environmental protection may find themselves in sharp contrast with the long term 
objective of allowence of market prices of market prices to influence the agricultural 
production. Inview of the urgent need to prevent further deterioration of the market 
imbalances, certain farm incomes may fall in price guarrantee mechanisms, such as 
the CAP.'s ~monetary compensatory amounts~. Examples from O.E.C.D. countries 
that favor environment· friendly considerations would include the U.K. (for which a 
compromise between nature conservation and development of rural economy is a 
primary objective), Belgium (for which water management has been an essential 
part of the country's rural policy) and Germany which paid special attention to the 
ecological principles in rural poliCy making. 

Decentralisation of rural economies and rural policy making may be thought of as 
another form of internationalisation of local rural economies (or rural interests). The 
hierarchy connecting the international, regional. local rural interests is steadily 
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becoming fuzzier and self - referrential, giving way to a growing complementarily 
that coordinates self - sustainedly the various hierarchical levels of rural economy 
and rural policy. 

Several planners uphold the view that greater decision making capacity at 
the regional and local levels should bring decision making closer to policy 
execution, others warn about the risk of transfer of bureaucracy at the regional 
and local level. Regional plans for comprehensive territorial development aiming at 
a proper coordination of different public authorities with encouragement of 
endogeneous development are now well formulated in Belgium, Italy, Norway, 
U.S.A , France, Finland, Spain, Netherlands (among other contries). The Swedish 
and the Italian experiences show an increased multi sectoral coordination in rural 
policy, while the French and Spanish systems are based on a well-defined hierarchy 
ranging from town council to state government. In Greece, the inability of both 
the private and the public sectors to fund alone rural development, gave way to 
an increasingly efficient multi - sectoral participation in rural development through 
contractual policy arrangements. 

5. Conclusion: Geography, C.A.P.: a conjecture on future interrelationships. 
The EEC. has experianced three significant stages in the development of its 

rural sector: 1) The t960s reduction in production deficits, 2) The great increase in 
productivity in the 1970s, 3) The growing agricultural surpluses and the resulting 
imbalances between demand and supply. The 1988 CAP. revision aimed at a 
restructuring of agricultural exploitations Europe-wide. The geographical prospective 
has broadened since then in thal national rural policies had to comply with the CAP's 
new regulations. E.E.C. countries have attained internationalisation of their rural 
communities and rural economies. Nevertheless, most exploitations became more 
fragile. The increased sensitivity of national, regional, and local rural policies to 
internationalisation is both a challenge and a hazard. Institutional changes and 
socioeconomic adjustments like the ones referred to herein may turn out lobe 
absolutely necessary for the rural policies to survive. The geographical disequilibria in 
labor and capital will probably be accentuated in Europe, particularly in the event 
that a GATT agreement would fail. The decade of the 1990s is probably the most 
crirical for the rural structures since the end of the WW2, as rural policy makers have 
often to face all therural problems of the past fifty years accumulated and exacerbated. 
Obviously, the EEC. countries will be the first among the D.E.C.D. countries 10 suffer 
the burden of failure or profit the fruits of success. 
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